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Dr. Jie Han, P.E., ASCE Fellow
Academic Experience









Assistant and Lecturer, Tongji Univ., China, 1989 to 1993
Assistant Professor, Widener University, 2001 to 2004
Associate professor, University of Kansas, 2004 – 2010
Professor, University of Kansas, 2010 –
Interviewed for more than 10 universities
Graduated 12 Ph.D. and 15 MS students
Three students became faculty members in universities
in the US and Canada (one tenured, one close to
tenure evaluation, and one just starting)
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Type of Faculty Position
 Non-tenure track





Lecturer
Research faculty
Faculty of practice
Adjunct faculty

 Tenure track
 Mostly assistant professors
 Sometimes associate or full professors

 Tenured
 Associate professors
 Full professors

This webinar is mainly focused on application for
a tenure-track assistant professor position.
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Type of University and
Qualification Preference
 Teaching university





Teaching experience and communication skills
Practical experience
Interaction with undergraduate students
Broad knowledge

 Research intensive university





Research topic
In-depth knowledge and expertise
Number of publications
Awards and professional activities

 Teaching/research university
 Balanced teaching and research experience
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Type of Hire
 Specific hire
 One specific area (e.g., geotechnical)
 One specific level (e.g., assistant professor)

 Open hire
 Two or more areas (e.g., geotech, struct., transp.)
 Two or more levels (e.g., assist., assoc., prof.)

 Cluster hire
 One position jointly hired by different areas
or departments (e.g., CE, ME, and EE)

 Spouse hire
 Additional hire
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Typical Procedure for
Securing A Faculty Position
 Position announcement (mostly from Oct. to Dec.)
 Submission of application package
 Selection for short list (typically selecting 10-20
among 50 to 100 applicants)
 Reference check (varies for different universities)
 Invitation for telephone or skype interview
(typically 10 applicants)
 Invitation for campus interview (typically 3-4 applicants)
 Campus interview
 Receipt of offer
 Negotiation of start-up package
 Signing of contract
 Starting of position
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Jenny Liu, Ph.D., P.E.,
Professor
• B.S., Materials and Science Engineering, Tongji University,
1995
• M.S. and Ph.D., Civil Engineering, Texas A&M (2001 and
2006)
• Over 10 years at University of Alaska Fairbanks
• Assistant Prof. (2006-2011)
• Associate Prof.(2011-2015)
• Professor (2015 – current)

• Interviewed for many universities
• Search committee chair for transportation faculty position
at UAF (2012-2013)
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Application Materials
• Required Documents
•
•
•
•
•

Cover letter
Curriculum vitae
List of references
Statement of teaching philosophy/interests
Statement of research interests

• Sometimes more …
• Copies of transcripts
• Copies of representative publications
• …
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Cover Letter
• 1-2 pages (no more than 2 pages)
• Follow the letter format
• Corresponding to the required qualifications in the job
advertisement (specific area of the position)
• Summary and highlight of your qualifications
• Teaching
• Research
• Service
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Example of a Job Advertisement
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Curriculum Vitae
• Different from resume for industry job
• CVs of faculty in Civil Engineering can be good
references/templates
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education
Registration/Accreditation (e.g., E.I.T. or P.E., etc.)
Teaching experience
Research experience
Publications
Awards/honors
Professional affiliations
Professional services

• Be confident and be honest
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Statements of Teaching and
Research
• Teaching statement
• Teaching philosophy
• Do homework – check courses offered in the university
(in your area and in general engineering field)
• Courses you are confident to teach (both
undergraduate and graduate courses)
• Research statement (your research plan after your Ph.D.
work)
• Continue/extend
• Expand to new areas or topics
• Connections between your current research
experience/professional training and your proposed
plan
• How to fit the requirement in the advertisement
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Another Example of a Job
Advertisement
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List of References
• 3 or 4 references with contact information
• Generally your advisor and other faculty in your area
• Inform them and get permission

Resources
• Internet (but be very cautious)
• Graduate Teaching Academy or other
similar program in your university
• Tomorrow's Professor: Preparing for
Careers in Science and Engineering
• Your advisor and other professors in your
area
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Linbing Wang, Ph.D., P.E.,
Professor
• B.S., Hydraulic Engineering, Hohai University, 1984
• M.S., Geotechnical Engineering, Tongji University
(1991), Georgia Tech (1995)
• Ph.D., Civil Engineering, Georgia Institute of
Technology (1998)
• Director, Center for Smart and Green Civil Systems,
Virginia Tech
• Director, Virginia Tech Impact Lab, Virginia Tech
• Taught at VT for 11 years (2005- current) and LSU for 5
years (2000-2005)
• Being interviewed four times
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Phone and Campus Interview
• Typically, interviews consist of phone interview and oncampus interview. Only very promising candidates are
selected for those interviews.

• The number of candidates for phone/campus interview
varies. For phone interview, it could be 5-10. Those standing
out in the phone interview will be selected for campus
interview.
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Phone and Campus Interview
• Depending on the funding available, most departments
typically select three candidates for campus interview.
• Some departments may interview the very top one first, if
his/her campus interview is satisfactory, they may not
interview the second one on the list. This usually occurs
when the candidate is by invitation only.
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Phone Interview
•

Make sure your phone quality is good. If possible, use
speakers, so you do not need to hold the phone, which may
distract you.

• If possible, make sure you find out who are going to interview
you. This may bring you and the interviewers closer.
• Speak clearly and a little slowly than your regular speed (I
always speak very fast and sometimes may cause problems).
• After the interview, send emails to thank the interviewers for
their time and efforts, expressing your continuing interest in the
job and potential campus interview.
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Campus Interview
First Recommendation, Be Yourself!
• First congratulations if you reach this stage after so much
competition! From this stage, it is up to you to show your
future employer and colleagues that you are their choice:
fitting their program needs the best and a good colleague
who may develop life-time friendship and partnership with
them. We are human beings, not a machine!
• In 2000, I had my first academic on-campus job interview. At
that time, I was a postdoctoral research associate with my
former co-advisor, Dr. David Frost. I asked for his advice, and
his advice is “Be yourself”.
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Campus Interview
First Recommendation, Be Yourself!
• How do I understand “Be yourself”? My understanding is, do
not be too nervous, or pretend to be too polite, take it as
attending a formal meeting with your friends or colleagues.
• It should be noted, it is a formal meetings with your
colleagues but not a casual meeting. For any questions, if
you do not know, just tell them that you do not know but offer
some academic guess, and learned reasoning.
• Be yourself also means be confident! Do not be too polite or
modesty, this is especially true for some Chinese students (it
might have changed, for several Chinese candidates we
interviewed in the last few years, many are quite confident
and they got the job!). Take Donald Trump as an example, he
has no experience in governmental administration.
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Campus Interview
First Recommendation, Be Yourself!
• I have had four academic job interviews and I got offers four
times. I believe I follow the rules that “Be myself”. For the last
three interviews, I had no pressure because I have a job
already and I do not care too much about whether I could get
the new job or not.

• Even it is your first job, I propose that you do not care about the
outcomes but the process. On the other hand, if you do not
need or like the job anymore, you should still do your best for
the interviews until you withdraw formally and politely.
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Campus Interview
First Recommendation, Be Yourself!
• This is also an important ethical attitude. If you decline it or
withdraw, they can give the opportunity to the one second to
you. Sometimes you get a job offer because the top one
declines it.
• If you do not take the interviews seriously, you will leave a bad
impression on your colleagues in a broader sense: the world is
small and we will work together on many cases.
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Campus Interview
2nd Recommendation, Be Prepared
• Be prepared: most of us are very serious about our technical
presentations, it is also important to be prepared with the
background knowledge about the faculty, department, college and
university, and the interviewers, so you can have topics of
common interest.
• The time I was interviewed (first interview in 2000), my
presentation was fully technical, and completely on one topic,
essentially my dissertation research; it seems now days, many
candidates present few topics they are involved in; they also
outline their research, teaching and service experiences and
plans.
• If possible, talk with a faculty member you are familiar with to gain
some more background information about the job, their
expectations and so on so forth.
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Campus Interview
Third Recommendation: Avoid Conflicts
• In answering the questions during your technical presentation,
meetings with individual faculty members, having lunch or
dinner with search committee members, avoid heated debate
on “right” or “wrong” issues.

• Do not talk about political or religious issues. Those are
sensitive and emotional.
• Always be positive, positive interpretation of weird behavior,
we are human beings, meaning we make mistakes,
sometimes are selfish and so on so forth, so do not negatively
comment on…
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Campus Interview
Fourth Recommendation: Be Respectful
• Be respectful of everyone, even those who are no longer active
in research, they might be the most productive researchers
some time before you were born.
• Many supporting staffs are in the core group of the department
chair or head, they are equally important to the department and
to you.
• After the interview, send emails to thank the interviewers for their
time and efforts, expressing your willingness to work with them.
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Last but not the least recommendation:
Trust Yourself, our experiences are
those 10-15 years ago, they might be
outdated.
Good Luck for Your Career!
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